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Groton-New London Art At the Airport to Exhibit Latin American Artists Adrian Meyer, Ivan Huerto and Maria Colombo- Artists in Residence at New London's Expressiones Cultural Center

JANUARY 9, 2020 - NORWICH, CT - The Southeastern CT Cultural Coalition is pleased to announce the Art At the Airport program’s winter exhibit featuring artwork by three Latin American artists-in-residence hosted by Expressiones Cultural Center opened on January 2 and will be on view through March 31 at the Groton - New London Airport.

The exhibit features works by Uruguay's Adrian Meyer and Peru's Ivan Huerto through February 13 and changes to works by Argentina's Maria Colombo created in collaboration with New London Public School students through March 31. All three artists are part of Expressiones' ArtVenture and artist-in-residency programs.

ArtVenture increases cultural competency, and provides relevant and unique experiences, bilingual arts and educational programming for children in New London Public Schools through artists-in-residency recruited by Expressiones from Latin-America.

Cultural Coalition Executive Director said, "Expressiones is a gem in our region. We are thrilled to be able to help provide an opportunity for residents and community members to see the work of three exciting Latin American contemporary artists and the artistic products reflecting their time and projects with local students."

A reception for the artists, students and community is being planned.

The Art At the Airport program's purpose is to showcase the region's uniqueness, history, industry, culture and geography through visual arts in the airport's main terminal located at 155 Tower Avenue in Groton. The Art At the Airport program is a
partnership of the Cultural Coalition and the Connecticut Airport Authority, which manages and operates Groton - New London Airport.

Groton - New London Airport's terminal is open daily from 7 am to 6 pm for public viewing of the exhibit. Parking is easily accessible and free.

For more information about the Arts At the Airport program, visit www.CultureSECT.org (http://culturesect.org/art-at-the-airport/).
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